COMPASS Release 1:
Admissions | Campus Community | Student Records | ONE.UF

COMPASS will modernize and standardize UF’s student services systems via “releases” of functionality based on the student life cycle. Release 1, taking effect on August 7, 2017, will initiate business process changes or additional functionality in the areas of Admissions, Campus Community - which controls the flow and storage of biographic and demographic registry data - Student Records and ONE.UF.

**HOW DOES THIS AFFECT ME?**

**STAFF:** UF staff who may be affected by Release 1 include those who work in the Office of Admissions or the Office of the University Registrar, and those who update and/or maintain citizenship, visa, and ethnicity registry data.

**STUDENTS & FACULTY:** Functions implemented by Release 1 will not directly affect current UF students or faculty.

“Release 1 is merely the first step towards transitioning from legacy systems to Campus Solutions/CRM. While certain Admissions business functions will become available in Campus Solutions starting in August 2017, the timing of the rollout means that Admission staff will use Campus Solutions more frequently as processing for Fall 2018 admits begins to ramp up.”

- Shannon Parrish, Admissions Officer & COMPASS Admissions Team Member

“The Student Records portion of Release 1 is the academic structure framework that will interact with the admissions application to identify what courses of study are taught at UF, allowing students to select those values in the application process.”

- Diana Hull, Senior Associate University Registrar & COMPASS Student Records Team Lead

**TRAINING & FURTHER INFORMATION:**
Any UF community member needing training on the new functionality implemented by Release 1 will be notified of the nature and specific dates of required training by the department or core office. For additional COMPASS or training resources, please visit or email:

**WEB:** COMPASS.UFL.EDU **EMAIL:** UF-COMPASS@UFL.EDU
Your support is critical to our success

COMPASS is a partnership among Enrollment Management, UFIT, colleges and business units. The active participation of campus partners is vital to the program’s design, development, implementation and integration. The COMPASS team is engaging with campus and will continue to do so over the course of the program. You can serve as a champion for COMPASS by sharing your group’s needs and expertise, thinking across organizational lines, advocating for sustainable solutions and disseminating information broadly across your areas.

For more information
Website: COMPASS.UFL.EDU
Contact: UF-COMPASS@UFL.EDU